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Step out of the past: Stop using coefficient alpha; there are
better ways to calculate reliability.
First, let me apologize up front. This will be a short article, in part because the topic is so clearly
documented in the literature and in part because Research and Statistical Support1 has just moved from its
home in Sycamore Hall (formerly the Information Sciences Building) to its new home on the 3rd floor of
Sage Hall (formerly the Business Administration Building). So, I apologize for the brevity of this article,
but we have got a great deal of unpacking still left to do.

Coefficient Alpha
Coefficient alpha (Guttman, 1945; Cronbach, 1951), from here on referred to as just alpha, is one of
those statistics which has built up a tremendous amount of momentum since its appearance and acceptance
some 60 odd years ago. Momentum, in the previous sentence, refers to the popularity and subsequent intergenerational transfer of this statistic (from advisors to graduate students) which have resulted in the
stubborn reliance upon it as a required standard measure of reliability or internal consistency. Unfortunately, over the decades of established use of alpha its assumptions and limitations have been overlooked
or swept under the rug so to speak.
Alpha has three core assumptions. The first is the classical test theory assumption which indicates
each item’s observed score is the result of adding the item’s true score and error. Second, alpha assumes
Tau equivalency which indicates that all items carry equal loadings (i.e. the same true score contributes
equally to the observed scores of all items) and all items have the same amount of variance. Third, alpha
assumes uncorrelated error scores. “All three of these assumptions are likely to be violated to some degree
in practice, and, therefore, the accuracy of coefficient alpha as an estimate of reliability is problematic”
(Yang & Green, 2011, p. 379). The most commonly occurring flaw with alpha is that most social science
survey instruments do not fulfill the second assumption. There are three likely reasons for violation of
the second assumption. First, more than one latent factor contributes to the observed score of an item
(or items) and second; items often do not have equivalent loadings to a single latent factor; and third,
items do not have the same variance. In essence, alpha considers all items interchangeable with respect to
how they measure a single latent factor. Violation of any of these assumptions leads to a biased estimate
of reliability (Shevlin, Miles, Davies, & Walker, 2000). Furthermore, it has been documented (Hattie,
1985; Barchard, & Hakstian, 1997; Raykov, 1997) that alpha is inflated in the following situations: as the
number of items increases, as the number of latent factors related to each item increases, as repetitive item
content increases, and as item communalities increase. It is relatively common to refer to alpha as a lower
bound estimate of reliability, however; given the strict assumptions and the likelihood of violating those
assumptions, as well as the ease with which alpha can be inflated, it should greatly unnerve researchers
that alpha has remained a standard in social science for so long.
Some researchers have pointed out the limitations of alpha and recognized more appropriate statistics for
estimating reliability (Zinbarg, Revelle, Yovel, & Li, 2005; Sijtsma, 2009; Yang & Green, 2011; Cheng,
Yuan, & Liu, 2012), including Cronbach toward the end of his life (Cronbach, & Shavelson, 2004). There
are many alternatives to alpha available to the conscientious research. These choices can reasonably be
classified as falling into two categories: traditional and contemporary. Traditional procedures of assessing
reliability are likely known to anyone reading this, however; these procedures are not widely adopted.
These procedures are often covered in a typical first year research methods and/or applied statistics class.
Examples of these procedures include test-retest, equivalent forms, and split-half coefficients. Unfortu1
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nately, these traditional procedures carry with them their own biases (e.g., memory effects, sample bias)
and dilemmas (e.g., how do you decide to split a sample?). For these reasons, it is recommended that
researchers adopt the more contemporary estimates of reliability, as discussed below.

Composite Reliability
Composite reliability is a rather general term which refers to a variety of robust reliability estimates;
such as omega (McDonald, 1999) and intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC; Bartko, 1976; Shrout, &
Fleiss, 1979). These estimates take account of the individual contribution of each latent factor to each
item and each item’s error; they are based on proportions of variance, and can be used in situations where
hierarchical structure exists in the data. They provide a much less biased estimate of reliability than alpha. Fortunately with the advent of relatively cheap computing resources and open source software (R2 ),
the calculation of these estimates is easy. The psych3 package (Revelle, 2012) in R4 provides easy to
use functions (e.g., function ’alpha’ and function ’omega’) for calculating these estimates under a variety
of psychometric conditions. The psych package also contains a wide variety of useful functions for applying factor analytic models. Revelle has provided lengthy vignettes (overview5 , input for SEM6 ) and
a standard package manual7 for explaining how to use the functions of the psych package and what they do.
Until next time; put it all on at a hundred to one...
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